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The stress and displacement functions for the "second" axisymmetric 
problem of micropolar elastostatics 

J. DYSZLEWICZ (WARSZAWA) 

IN A FRAME of linear elastostatics of the continuous micro polar medium two methods of "the 
solution of the "second" axisymmetric problem, characterized by the vectors u = (0, u8 , 0), 
<p = (cp,, 0, ffJz), are proposed; namely the stress method and the displacement method. On the 
basis of the nine governing homogeneous differential equations for the stress field in a simply 
connected region the five solving functions (stress functions) are introduced. It was shown that 
these stress functions may be reduced to two displacement functions solving the problem. The 
method of elastic potentials applied by W. NowACKI in [4] may also be obtained here. The solu
tion of the particular case ex. = 0 is discussed. 

W ramach liniowej ela~tostatyki ci'lglego osrodka mikropolarnego, dla "drugiego" zagadnienia 
osiowo-symetrycznego, · charakteryzowanego przez wektory u = (0, u8 , 0), <p = (<p,, 0, <pz), 
proponuje si~ dwie drogi rozwi'lzania: napr~:ieniow'l i przemieszczeniow'l. W oparciu o dzie
wi~ podstawowych, jednorodnych r6wnan r6i:niczkowych pola napr~:ien w obszarze jednosp6j
nym, wprowadza si~ pic;c funkcji rozwi'lzUj'lcych (funkcje napr~i:en). Pokazano dalej, ze pic;c 
funkcji napr~zen mo:lna sprowadzic do dw6ch funkcji przemieszczen rozwi'lzuj'lcych zagadnienie 
i ze dochodzi si~ na tej drodze do metody potencjal6w sprc;i:ystych W. NoWACKIEGO z pracy [4]. 
Om6wiono rozwi'lzanie zagadnienia dla przypadku szczeg6lnego ex. = 0. 

B paMKax JIHHe:HHo:H :.macroCTaTHKH cnnoliiHoif MIIKponomipHo:H cpe,Ahi, ,Ana ,BTopo:H" oce
CHMMeTpHtiecKo:H aa,Aal.IH, xapaKTepHayroli(e:Hca BeKTOpaMH u = (0, t~ 8 , 0), <p = (cp,, 0, ffJz), 
npeAJIO>KeHhi ,ABa nym pemeHHH: B Hanpa>KeHHR:X H B nepeMeiiteHHHX. OnHpaaCb Ha ,AeBR:Tb 
OCHOBHbiX, O,!J;IIOpOAHbiX AH<tJ<tJepeHI\l{aJibHbiX ypaBHeHHH llOJIR: Hanpa>KeHHH B O,AHOCRH3HOH 
06JiaCTH, BBO,AHTCR: llHTb pelliaiOIItHX <l>YHKllHH (<tJyHKQHH Hanpa>KeHHif). ,Il;anee llOKa32HO, 
'lTO nHTb <tJyma~n:H Haiipa>KeHHH MO>KHO CBeCTH K ABYM <l>YHKllHR:M nepeMeiiteHHH, pema
IOI.I.tHX aa,Aa'ly H 'lTO npHXOAHTCR: no 3TOMY nym K MeTOAY ynpyrnx noTeHQHaJIOB B. HoBAQKOro 
na pa6oTbi [4]. 06cy>KAeHo pemeHH:e aa,Aa'lH JJ)JR: 'laCTHoro CJiy'laH ex. = 0. 

1. Introduction 

IN LINEAR elastostatics of continuous micropolar medium the basic equations may be 
reduced to the system of two vector equations from which the displacement vector u(x) 
and the rotation vector cp(x) are determined [1]. 

It was shown in [2) that the axisymmetric problem of deformation of a medium may be 
reduced to two independent problems. In a first problem the displacement field and the 
field of rotations in cylindrical system of coordinates (r, 0, z) are described by the follow
ing vectors u and cp, respectively 

(1.1) 

In the so called "second" problem the displacement field u and the field of rotations cp 
are represented by the vectors 

(1.2) u = (0, u8 , 0), cp = (cp, 0, (/Jz). 
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16 J. DYSZLEWICZ 

In each of the above problems the basic equations for the displacement field and the 
rotations field are expressed in terms of three coupled differential equations. 

Several methods of solution of these problems were discussed in the literature [2-7]. 
An exhaustive review of them may be found in [8]. 

In this paper the "second" axisymmetric problem is considered .. For its solution both 
the stress method and the displacement method are proposed. 

The starting point for the stress problem considerations is the system of nine basic 
homogeneous partial differential equations describing the stress field in a simply connected 
region (see [17]). These equations will be given in Sec. 2. Basing on the stress equations 
mentioned above we introduce five stress functions solving the problem (Secs. 3, 4). The 
manner in which these functions were introduced is similar to that used in papers [9 and 
10] where the stress functions were applied to the solution of the plane problems of micro
polar elasticity. 

Next, in Sec. 5, it will be shown that the five stress functions may be reduced to two 
functions solving the problem (the displacement functions)(!) (compare [11]). In this 
way we shall obtain (in Secs. 5, 6) a representation for the displacement u6 and rotations 
q;, q;. derived earlier by W. NowACKI [4] by means of the method of elastic potentials. 

In the last section the particular case of the solution of the problem (a = 0) is 
discussed. 

2. Formulation of the stress problem 

In the problem (1.2) the stress field is described by two non-symmetric tensors: the 
stress tensor and the couple-stress tensor. Their components are, respectively, 

(2.1) 
[

/lrr 0 Prz] .... = 0 /l66 0 . 
f.tzr 0 f.tu 

The above components should satisfy the following differential equations of equilibrium 
in which the body forces and moments are neglected: 

(2.2) a a /lrz 0 a,6-a6,+-a p,. +-a p .. +- = , r z r 

(
1
) In the same manner the Love function was introduced by J. H. MITCHBLL in classical theory of 

elasticity (compare A. E. LoVE . [13), pp. 274-276). 
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1'H£ ST1U!S8 AND DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR DIE "SECOND" AXISYMMETRIC PROBLEM 17 

The strain field' is described by two non-symmetric tensors, the -strain tensor and torsion
flexural tensor, the components of which are, respectively: 

[
0 Y r8 0 ] [""' 0 Xrz] 

Y = Y8r 0 Y6z ' X E 0 X88 0 · 
0 Y z6 0 Xzr 0 Xzz 

(2.3) 

The geometrical equations relating the state of strain and the states of displacements and 
rotations are 

(2.4) 
ou8 u8 ou8 

Yr6 = a,-I!Jz, Yor = --+q> Yez = -q>,., Yzo = oz + (}';, r . z, 

and 

(2.5) 
oq;,. 

x,.,.=a,, 
q;,. 

Xo8 = r' Of{Jz 
"zz = az' 0(/Jz 

x,.z = Br' 
aq;,. 

Xzr = --gz- • 

The fields of stress and s{rain are connected by the following constitutive equations: 

(2.6) (1,.8 = (u+cx)y,.o+(u-cx)y8r' (18,. = (p+a)yo,.+(/.t-cx)y,.Bt 

(2.7) (18z = (u+tx)Yez+(u-cx)yzlh (1%8 = (u+tx)Yz6+(u-cx)y6z 

and 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

where 

(2.10) 

ftn = 2yx,.,. + {Jx, t-t88 = 2yx88 + {Jx, ftzz = 2yxzz + {Jx, 

ftrz = (y+e)x;.z+(y-e)X2 n ftzr = (y+e)xu+(y-e)xrz, 

The quantities ex, {J, y, e, p, denote materials constants. 
The components of the strain tensors (2.3) are not arbitrary but should satisfy the 

geometrical compatibility equations. On the basis of [12] the following strain differential 
compatibility equations for the problem considered are obtained: 

(2.11) 

(2.12) 
a 

Xzr+ OZ Yllz = 0, 

(2.13) 

(2.14) 
a a 
oz Yr8- Tr Yzo +xzz +x,.,. = 0 

and 

(2.15) 
a 
or ('Yoz) +r(x88 +x,.,.) = 0, 

a 
Tr (ryo,.) +YrtJ-TXrz = 0. 

2 Arch. Mech. Stos. m 1/75 
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18 J. DYSZLEWICZ 

Eq11ations (2.11)-(2.15) may also be obtained from the geometrical relations (2.4) and 
(2.5) by elimination of the displacement Uo and the rotations V'n (/Jz. Besides, in this way 
one can get the following three differential or algebraic relations 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

a (I a) az (Yro +Yor) + r-7fr (Yzo +Yoz) = 0, 

1 
Uoo+-Yoz = 0, 

r 

which may be obtained also from the Eqs. (2.11)-(2.15) by integration. 
Equations (2.16), (2.17) together with relations 

a 1 a 
(2.18) az Yor+,-rzo-Uzz-Xoo = 0, Uzr+ az Yoz = 0, 

(2.19) 

give six relations from which the Eqs. (2.11)-(2.15) may easily be derived. The equations 
(2.12) . and (2.15h are · identical with the Eqs. (2.18) and (2.I9), respectively, while the 
Eqs. (2.11), (2.13), (2.14) and (2.15) 1 , 2 are obtained by algebraic or differential 
transformations of the Eqs. (2.16)-(2.19). The six relations (2.16), (2.19) constitute 
the geometrical compatibility equations for the problem considered. 

In the following, the. strain compatibility equations will be expressed in terms of stresses. 
For this purpose, the constitutive equations (2.6)-(2.IO) solved with respect to strains are 
used 

I 1 
Yro = 41-' (O'ro+O'or)+4a (O'ro-O'or), 

(2.20) 

1 I 
i'8r = 

4
1-' (O'ro+O'or)-4a"(O'rtJ-O'or), 

and 

(2.21) I 1 
Uzr = 4y {p,zr + f.trz) + 4£ {p,zr- f.trz)' 

1 1 
Urz = 4y- (f.tzr + f.trz)- 4£ {p,zr- f.trz)' 

u is expressed here in terms of stresses. From the Eqs. (2.8) and (2.10) we obtain 

1 
(2.22) X = 2, + 3p (flrr + /-488 + f.tzz) • 
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THE STRESS AND DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR mE "SECOND" AXISYMMETRIC PROBLEM 19 

Substituting the Eqs. {2.20)-(2.22) into the Eqs. (2.16)-(2.19), we have: 

(2.23) 

and 

(2.24) 

1 a [ 1 1 ] -2# (uro+O'or)+ra, 4fl (O'ro+O'or)-~(O'ro-O'or) 

-r[ 4~ (p,+f',J-}, (p,-,.,)] = 0. 

Formulating the problem in terms of stresses (for the simply connected region), we 
require that the components of the state of stress [Eqs. (2.1)] should satisfy three equa
tions of equilibrium (2.2), six equations of geometrical compatibility expressed in terms 
of stresses (Eqs. (2.23-2.24) ), and given boundary conditions expressed also in terms of 
stresses. The state of deformation- in a body is determined by means of the constitutive 
equations (2.20)-(2.22), while the displacement u0 and the rotations cp, CfJz may be obtained 
by integration of the geometrical relations (2.4) and (2.5). 

3. Introducing of the stress functions 

Basing on the stress equations derived in a previous section we shall introduce five 
stress functions. As a starting point we have the equilibrium equations (2.2) and geometrical 
compatibility equations (2.23). The stress functions will be introduced in such a way that 
after relating them with the stresses, the four above-mentioned equations (2.2), (2.23) 
will be satisfied identically. 

Let us introduce first the function f/>(r, z) assuming 

(3.1) 

The Eq. (2.23), when Eq. (3.'t) is taken into accou'rit, is satisfied identically. Determining 

2* 
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20 J. DYSZLEWICZ 

the Sh"esses a,6 and flzo froin the 'Eq. (3.1) and substituting them into the Eq. (2.2h we 
obtain v 

(3.2) 

The equilibrium equation (2.2h will be satisfied identically if a new function 'P(r, z) 
expressed on the basis of the Eq. (3.2) by means of the relations 

(3.3) 
a a 

flo = -t/J-- P 
z az ar 

is introduced. 
The Eqs. (3.1 ), after taking into account the Eqs. (3.3), take the form 

(3.4) 
1 a 

(1 6 = -- tP-- 'P. 
r r az ' 

Next, let us assume the couple-stresses in a form of sum 

(3.5) fL = IL' +IL"· 

The stresses fL' are related to the functions tP and P in a following way: 

(3.6) 

Substituting the Eqs. (3.6) into the Eqs. (2.2) 1 , 2 we obtain, respectively 

(3.7) 
a a " " #'+ , + p,,.,.- 1-'oo = O, a,- 1-'rr az 1-'zr r 

(3.8) 1 a < ") a , 0 ~-a rp,,.z +-a fizz = . r r z 

The equilibrium equation (2.2)1 will be satisfied identically if two functions !J(r, z) and 
A (r, z) determined on the basis of the Eq; (3. 7) by means of the formulae 

(3.9) , a Q 
"'"" = -a--z , fl" = _!_ Q-~ 

zr ar r ' 
are introduced. 

To satisfy identically the e:tuilibrium equation (2.2)2. we introduce the function x(r, z) 
which satisfies, on the basis of the Eq. (3.8), the following relations: 

(3.10) 
, a 

Tf-trz = az x, 

From the Eqs. (3.5), (3.6), (3.9) and (3.10) we obtain finally the following representation 
for the couple stresses: 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

a a 
P,oo = 2P--!J--L1 az az ' 

1 a 
"' == 2P---x zz r ar ' 

a L1 
IJ. = -t/J+-!J--rzr ar .· r ' 

1 a 
flrz = tP+--a X· r z 
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THE STRESS AND DISPLACEMENT FUNCfiONS FOR TilE "SECOND" AXISYMMETRIC PROBLEM 21 

The stress functions introduced are not arbitrary functions but should satisfy the. system 
of five differential equations obtained froin the Eqs. (2.24) into which the relations (3.3), 
(3.4), (3.11) and (3.12) were substituted 

1 ( a a 1a] 
2rc2r + 3/1) 4"w- <2" + fJ) az [J + P az LJ + P-, ar x 

+ ~- [ a+ 1-' j_ l/J- _! __ a_ p.] = 0 
or 4a~-t oz 2a fJr ' 

1 ~- _ a a 1 a ] 
2r<2r + 3/1) _4"P- <2" + fJ) az [J- 2<" + fJ) az LJ + P-, ar x 

+_!_ [ a+~-t j_t]J __ l j_ tp] = 0 r 4a,u oz 2a -or ' 

j___(a+,u j_l/J- a-,u _!_l/J+-1 j_P]+_!_(a-,u j___l/J+-1 j__p] 
oz 4a~-t or 4a,u r 2a oz r 4a,u oz 2a or 

- 2y(2: + 3/J) [ 8y'l'- (2y - fJ) :z lj- (2y t fJ) Uz Ll+-} :, X)] = 0' 

(3.13) 

y+e(o [J 1L1) y-e 1 a 1l/J 
4ye ar --,-- -- 4ye r oz x- 2e 

+j_[a+~-t j___t]J __ 1_j___p] =O 
oz 4,ua oz 2a or ' 

_1_ (j___ l/J _ _!__ l/J) + r j_ [ a + ,u j_ l/J _ a- ,u _ _!__ l/J + _1_ j_ p] 
2,u or r or 4,ua or 4a,u r . 2a az 

-r(~ Ql+ r::-} :z x- ~: (:, o--}A)] = o. 
The solution of the problem formulated in terms of stresses (Sec. 2) is reduced now to the 
determination from the Eqs. (3.13) of five stress functions which should satisfy the given 
stress boundary conditions. 

4. _Further equations for st.-ess functions 

The seperate higher O!der differential equations describing the stress functions may 
be determined from Eqs. (3.13). For simplicity of transformations let us replace the func
tions x and L1 by the functions x*(r, z) and L1*(r, z), respectively, using the formulae 

(4.1) X= rx*, 

Introducing the Eqs. (4.1) into the system of the Eqs. (3.13) we obtain the following 
fourth-order differential equations for the functions l/J and 1J' 

(4.2) V~D0 l/J = 0, V2H1J' = 0 
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22 J. DYSZLEWICZ 

and · the eight-order equations for the function x* and the combination (Q- L1 *) respectively 

(4.3) 

The operators introduced V2, V~, D, D0 , H, H 0 have a form 

V2 = <J2for2 +1/rofor+o2 /oz2
, V~= V2 -1/r2

, D = f2V 2 -l, 

D0 = PV~-1, H = v2V2 -1, H 0 = v2V5-l. 

The quantities J2 and v2 denote the following constants 

P = (y+e)(#+ex)/4,uex, v2 = (2y+f3)/4cx. 

Having the solution of the Eqs. (4.2} and (4.3), the expression (D-L1*) may be separated 
by means of the formula 

(4.4) ~L1* = _ _!_[-I ~ {/}-y_~ w] 
OZ r exo OZ ex or ' 

where 

ex0 = 2ex,u/y(# +ex). 

5. Transition from the stress functions to the displacement functions 

We shall show in this Section that the solution of the second axisymmetric problem 
may be reduced to the solution of two equations for two displacement functions (/J*(r, z) 
and lJI*(r, z) obtained from the stress functions discussed above. For this purpose let us 
substitute the Eq. (4.1) ihto the Eqs. (3.13) and treat the equations obtained as a system of 
equations for the unknowns 

a * a (,..,. A*) 1 a ( *) a ,..,. o2 
A* 

~X,~ ~ti-LJ ,-~ rx ,~~t~,r~LJ . uz ur r ur uz uruz 

These unknowns we express in terms of the derivatives of the functions (/J and 1JI which, 
to distinguish them in further analysis, are denoted now by (/J* and lJI*: 

~ * = _]_ ~ P*- -1
- !:__. (/J* + (PV~- I) (/J* 

oz X ex oroz exo oz2 ' 

-~(D-L1*)= L.~'l'*--1 ~(/J*+(y-e PV~+1)(/J*, 
or ex oroz exo oz2 y +e 

(5.1) _!_ ~ (rx*) = - }!_ V2 '1'* - L. !:__ 1JI* + 2'1'* - -1 ~ [_!_ ~ (r(/J*)] , 
r Or . 2ex ex oz2 exo OZ r or 

r~L1* = _!_(!:__ P•~-!_~'1'*)+-1 ~(_!_{/}*-~· (/)*). 
ozor ex or2 r or exo OZ r or 
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THE STRESS AND DISPLACEMENT FUNCTIONS FOR THE "SECOND" AXISYMMETRIC PROBLEM 23 

Substituting the relations (5.1) into the formulae [obtained from the Eqs. (3.11), (3.12) 
and (4.1)] 

(5.2) f.lrr = 2lJ'*- :z Q, f.loo = 2P'*-!_D-r~LJ* az araz ' 

(5.3) 

1 a 
ftn = 2P*-- T (rx*), 

r ur 

we obtain that the couple stresses become dependent only on two functions !/>* and P*. 
The formulae (3.3) and ( 4.4) determining the stresses after a change of notations take the 
form 

(5.4) 

(5.5) _ a 111* 
O'zfJ- Tr r . 

If the stresses and couple stresses expressed now in terms of the functions !/>* and P* 
are substituted into the strain compatibility equations (2.23), (2.24) expressed in terms of 
stresses, these equations, as one can easily check, are satisfied identically. (One can also 
verify that the Eqs. (2.11 )-(2.15) are satisfied identically). The third equilibrium equation 
(2.2h is also satisfied identically. But the first two equations of the set of the Eqs. (2.2) 
impose on the functions !/>* and P* the differential conditions 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 

From these relations the following separate equations for the functions !/>* and 'P* 
[identical as the Eqs. (4.2)] may be determined 

(5.8) VMPV5-l)f/>* = 0, V2 (v2V2 -l)P* = 0. 

Let us express now the displacement u8 and the rotations qJ,, (/Jz in terms of the functions 
!/>* and Y/*. Such representation is obtained by means of integration of the equations re
lating the strains and the displacement and rotations (2.4), (2.5) and by use at the same 
time of the constitutive equations (2.20)-(2.22) and formulae (5.1)-(5.5) 

= _1 }__ P* _ I'+ rx !_ !/>* 
qJ, 2rx or 4ftr:l. az ' 

(5.9) = _1 }__ P* + p + rx _!_ }__ (rf/>*) 
(/Jz 2rx oz 4prx r or ' 

Uo = 2~ !/>*. 

The functions !/>* and P* play now a role of the displacement functions. Assuming 
the representation (5.9) as a first step to the solution of the problem and substituting 
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into the basic homogeneous equations of the field of displacement and rotations ( 5.1 0) 

(here " = + ;, (rp,) + ;z p,} , we satisfy the third equation identically, but the first 

two Eqs. (5.10) impose on the functions f/>* and 'l'* the already known differential 
equations (5.6) and (5.7). 

The problem of determining of all the interesting us fields in a body was reduced to the 
knowledge of the functions f/>* and tp* which are determined from the Eqs. (5.6) and 
(5. 7) at given boundary conditions 

a a 
[(y+e)(V2 -1/r2)-4a]p,. +(/1 +y-e)a, "-2a az uo = 0, 

a 1 a 
[(y+e)V2 -4a]pz+(/1 +y-e)!l "+2a-!l (ru8) = 0, 

vz r vr 
(5.10) 

'• ReJatioas between tile functions tP*, 'I'* and displacement functions determined in (4] 

W. NowACKI in [4] elaborated the displacement method for the solution of the "second" 
axisymmetric problem by intro{iucing two solving functions tP, 'I' (elastic potentials) 
which are connected with the displacement u8 and rotations p,., Pz by formulae 

a a2 

p,. = Tr tP+ araz '1', 

(6.1) m = -tP- V2-- 'I' a ( a2 ) 
TZ az az2 ' 

2a a 
U8 = ----'!'. 

!"+a ar 
The representation (6.1) substituted into the basic equations expressed in terms of 
displacements and rotations (5.10) leads to the simple differential equations for the 
functions tP and 'I' 

({;.2) 

where tP and 'I' are related by the equations 

(6.3) (112V2 -1)tP = __ #_!_(J2V2 -1)'P, 
#+a az 

(6.4) (112V2 -1) !_ rb = _!-"_ (v2 - ~) (J2V2 -1) 'I'. az !-"+a az2 

Determining in a body of all interesting us fields leads thus to the determination, from 
~he Eqs. (6.2), of the functions tP ·and 'I' satisfying the relations (6.3), (6.4) and given 
conditions on the boundary of a body. 
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The solution (6.1)-(6.4) may be obtained from the Eqs. (5.9) if the following relationS' 
between functions f/J*, 'P* and functions f/J, 'Pare assumed: 

(6.5) f/J* = _ 4ex,u }____ 'P 'P* = 2~rp. 
,u +ex or ' 

7. Particular case (ex = 0) 

The "second" axisymmetric problem in the case of ex = 0 leads to two problems: 

7.1. Hipotetic medium- which has such properties tbat only rotations fPn fPz and couple stresses p,, JltJ(J, 

Pn• Jlzr =I= Jlrs can exist in it. 

The strain field is described by -x,,., -x66 , 'Xn, 'Xn ::!: 'Xrz. The basic equations are formed 
from geometrical relations (2.5), constitutive equations (2.8}-(2.10), strain compatibility 
equations (2.11 ), (2.13) and eqilibrium equations 

a a . ,u,,.- ,ufJ(J 
0 ~,u,.,.+~,Uzr+--- = ' or oz · r 

(7.1) 
a a ,Urz 
~,Urz+~,Uu+- = 0. or oz r 

The compatibility equations (2.11 ), (2.13) together with constitutive equations (2.8}-(2.1 0) 
and equilibrium equations (7.1) may be presented in a form of five second-order partial 
differential equations (similar to Beltrami-Mitchell equations of classical elasticity): 

(j2 
V2,uzz +k (jz2 f) = 0, 

V2,u(J(J+ ~ (,u,,.-,u(J8)+k+ :re= o, 
2 (j2 

V2,u,.,- 2 (,u,,-,u88)+k~ fJ = 0, 
r or 

(7.2) 

V2 1 k (j2 0- 0 
,Urz- 2 ,Urz+ ~ 0 - , r oroz 

where 

k = 2y({J+I._-e) , 
(y+e)(2y+3fJ) f)= ,u,+,u68 +flzz· 

The Eqs. (7.2) together with equilibrium equations (7.1) and given boundary conditions 
expressed· in terms of stresses constitute the basic equations of the stress field in a simply 

· connected body. From the Eq. (7.2) the following separate equations for the components 
fJu, I'm l'n· and for the expression (p.,,.+p86) may be obtained 

(7.3) V2 V2,uu = 0, V~ V~ (p,.z, 1-'sr) = 0, V2V2 (p, + /-'88) = 0 
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(7.4) 
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Let us consider now the · basic equations of the field of rotations. On the basis of the 
Eq. (5.10) they have a form 

a 
(y + s)(V2

- lfr2
) cp, + (fJ + y- e)a,u = 0, 

(1.5) a 
(y+e)V 2cpz+(fJ+y-e) [lz x = 0. 

After separation of the system (7.5) we obtain 

(7.6) V2u = 0, V2V2 cpz = 0, V~V~cp, = 0. 

The solution of the problem expressed in terms of stresses or rotations with given boundary 
conditions may be reduced to the solution of the biharmonic equation for the function 
L1 0 (r, z) 

{7.7) V2V2L1 0 = 0, 

where the function L1 0 was introduced fully analogically as the Love function in the classical 
theory of elasticity (compare W. NowACKI [14], p. 170). Thus the following representation 
is obtained 

(7.8) 
a2 

m- ---L1 "- araz 0
' 

a2 fJ+2y 2 
cp = --L1o+----V L1o. 

z az2 fJ+y-e 

Substituting formulae (7.8) to the equations of the field of rotations or the stresses ex
pressed in terms of L1 0 into the stress equations (7.1), (7.2) we notice that these equations 
can be satisfied identically if the function L1 0 satisfies the Eq. (7.7). The representation (7.8) 
may also be obtained from three stress functions determined by the formulae (3.9), (3.10). 

7.2. Clas5ical axisymmetric problem- represented by the displacement vector u = (0, u0 , 0) (compare I. 
SNEDDON [15), p. 558) 

The fields of strains and stresses are represented respectively by the components 

Yzo = Yoz, Yro = Yo,.; azo = aoz, a,o = ao,. 
Geometrical equations, constitutive equations, equations of geometrical compatibility for 
strains are obtained from the formulae (2.4), (2.6), (2.7) and (2.16), respectively. 

The displacement problem is described by the equation 

(7.9) (V2 -1fr2)u8 =0. 

In a stress formulation, besides the equilibrium equation 

(7.10) 

two Beltrami-Mitchell equations of a form 

(7.11) 

are obtained from the Eqs. (2.6), (2.7), (2.16) and (7.10) (compare A. I. LURIE [16], pp. 39 
and 58). 
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